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Food Science and Technology students are invited to be part of the solution to world hunger. In keeping with IUFoST’s aim to strengthen the role of food science and technology in securing the world's food supply and eliminating world hunger, the Food Science Students Fighting Hunger IUFoST Product Development Competition encourages undergraduate students to use their knowledge and skills to develop innovative food products to fight hunger.
Food Science Students Fighting Hunger

Food Science and Technology students at the undergraduate level are challenged to develop high-protein, high-fibre, low-sodium products using low to no meat/alternative proteins based on regional raw materials and technologies. Alternative proteins could include plant proteins, microbial proteins, insect proteins, and/or combinations.
FIRST PRIZE
Cookitos - Brazil
Federal University of Para Team Members:

Ana Clara de Vasconcelos Bentes, Edvaldo Pena Júnior,
Livia Martins Miranda, Thais Andrade Oliveira

(Supervisor: Luciana Pereira Ferreira)
SECOND PRIZE
Okara-Spriulina Biscuit - Singapore

Nanyang Polytechnic Team Members:
Ng Soon Ming, Tan Pei Wen, Vincent Yap Jin Sheng, Kenny Koh Sze Yen, Tan Yi Shen
Shaun

(Supervisor: Tan Lay Nah Lina)
THIRD PRIZE
Quick Green Clambit Delight - Taiwan

National Taiwan Ocean University Team Members:

Jiu-Yun Li, Ya-Hsuan Lin, Jing-Jen Lin

(Supervisor Dr. Bonnie Sun Pan)
SPECIAL MENTION
Okara Vegetarian Patty - Singapore

Singapore Polytechnic Team Members:

Pang Wei Shan, Tham Qin Lin,
Elaine Ong, Valerie Tham, Chua
Jia Xuan

(Supervisors: Evelyn Lee Soo
Min, Tan Soon Ann)